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Transport and travel provide a vehicle through which to challenge the centrality of Paris, and by
extension, the West in the nineteenth century.1 We know that new forms of circulation and
Haussmannization were the very means through which modern life was radically reshaped.
Less acknowledged is the way in which European representations of movement outside its
borders, at sites not routinely defined as modern complicates the ratio of power and modernity
typically assigned to Paris and elsewhere. This essay uses mobility as a way to tackle the
nominal question, “Is Paris Still the Capital of the Nineteenth Century?”2 I introduce new
objects of study and new methods of analysis. At the heart of this essay are the travel narratives
of two Frenchmen in Japan, Émile Guimet, founder of the eponymous museum of Asian art in
Paris, and the artist Félix Régamey, who accompanied him on his tour in 1876.3 By moving our
attention to East Asia through travel itself, we can better understand the changing balance of
power between East and West in the nineteenth century, and the contested terms of center and
periphery that have preoccupied recent scholars in the humanities and social sciences.4
The focus of this essay rests not on the biographies of Guimet and Régamey, but on
what their activities abroad reveal about the politics of travel.5 The Frenchmen journeyed
through terrains that signified Western power over the non-West. Their previously unexamined
images of transport in Japan as well as the travel narratives of figures as diverse as the Austrian
diplomat Joseph-Alexander Hübner, the French amateur photographer Hugues Krafft, and the
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Englishwoman Isabella Bird show how apparently insubstantial vehicles of rickshaws and
palanquins confounded relations of power, gender, and class between visitors and natives. It
will be argued that physical movement abroad disordered the familiar representation of East
and West.6 The material conditions of travel would shuffle the deck, swapping the upright,
masculine Occidental and his supine, effeminate opposite. In the images of Guimet, Régamey
and others, the reclining odalisque turned out not to be Japanese.
A new historiography built on lived, corporeal experiences, or what we might call a
histoire du vécu, is especially germane when modern transformations were registered by the
body.7 New technologies of mobility, for one, disciplined travelers through fixed seating
arrangements and train schedules; the uniform speed produced by engines moving on
regularized tracks instead of the bumpy rhythm of animal motion altered their senses, as
scholars have shown.8 History is made by the human transactions that both produce and
transform over time the macro phenomena of institutions, class structures, and markets.9 The
focus on individual experiences in the negotiation of overarching structures is aligned with new
developments in historiography.10 I examine men and women whose transnational contacts
were interlocked with but not mere products of the colonial machine. My materialist study of
experience is similar to the historiography of everyday life (Alltagsgeschichte), that turns away
from the analysis of vast structures towards the texture of daily experience.11 This revisionist
German group, along with microhistorians, foreground human agency within particular
networks of social relationships, as the historian Brad S. Gregory has noted, thus rejecting the
longue durée formations once viewed to determine individual lives.12 Where or how much the
circles of individual agency and historical process overlap is what I wish to address.
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A brief treatment of Franco-Japanese relations in the nineteenth century necessarily
begins with the American Commodore Matthew Perry, whose visits in 1853 and 1854 led to the
opening of treaty ports to the U. S., followed by Britain, France, and the Netherlands.13 To
escape the brutal treatment inflicted on China by Western powers Japan signed further unequal
treaties in 1858 to 1859. The country lost its control of trade and tariffs, and accepted European
extraterritoriality and military presence within its borders for decades to come. French foreign
policy in this period involved both aggression and assistance.14 It maintained troops in
Yokohama to protect its nationals, but helped to build a modern Japanese navy and arsenal at
Yokosuka from 1865 to 1882. A team of French officers provided military training while the
jurist Gustave-Emile Boissonade de Fontarabie, vice-rector of the University of Paris, went to
Japan as advisor to the Ministry of Justice.15 Such relations between the two nations continued
at various levels until 1880.
Throughout this period Japan’s priority was the renegotiation of existing agreements
(Guimet and Régamey arrived at that very moment).16 It succeeded in ending British
extraterritoriality by 1899 through the “Treaty of Commerce and Navigation.” Japan obtained
similar agreements with other Western powers and effectively regained full tariff autonomy by
1911. Thus the country overturned its subjugation in little more than a half century of the Perry
Expedition. It would pursue its own colonial ambitions, thereby further complicating relations
between East and West.17 China and Korea became the site of Japanese aggressive control well
into the twentieth century.
Japan’s national history rules out any idea of subalternity, yet at the individual level the
laborers who conveyed foreigners from one place to another assumed exactly that role. Gayatri
Spivak’s interrogation of whether the subaltern can speak to power and the extent to which they
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are ventriloquized by those who claim to represent them transparently remains apposite.18 But
inasmuch as Guimet and Régamey were ventriloquists, they were not wholly successful: as we
will see, the passages on travel in their travel accounts form a mise-en-abyme, a self-reflexive
image that reveals the artifice of the larger representation. More, the locals at times undermined
the visitors’ confident narratives in Promenades japonaises.
That Western expansion worked hand in hand with growing infrastructure in the non-
West needs little elucidation here. The French businessman and champion of impressionist
painting, Théodore Duret, for example, marveled at the speedy passage from Bombay to
Europe via the Suez Canal.19 Duret and Enrico (Henri) Cernuschi, founder of the Musée
Cernuschi in Paris, made a tour of Asia in 1871. They went by ocean liner from Liverpool to
New York, a transcontinental train to San Francisco, and a steamship to Yokohama.20 So
developed were the international shipping lines in Asia that Duret, not without regret, likened
them to the omnibuses of Paris.21 The technologies of movement detracted from the alterity he
expected to find.
Duret’s attentiveness to circulation began at home, where Europeans not only met new
modes of transportation on a regular basis but also found copious representations by Émile
Zola, Honoré Daumier, Claude Monet, Édouard Manet, and Gustave Caillebotte, among other
artists.22 Traffic, as many have remarked, had an emblematic function in nineteenth-century
French culture. Larry Duffy highlights a passage in Zola’s La Curée of 1871 in which every
character is identified with his or her conveyance: Madame de Lauwerens in a perfectly
harnessed victoria; Mesdames Guende and Teissière, a coupé; even little Sylvia, a blue pram.23
Zola took the railway as his major theme in La Bête humaine, including long descriptions of the
Gare St-Lazare painted by Monet in the mid-1870s.24 Not only did these artists represent new
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technologies of mobility, they lived on the railway’s very arteries: Manet’s studio and
Caillebotte’s apartment were on streets radiating from the station, Monet commuted by rail
between Argenteuil and Paris.25
The lesser-known individuals in this essay took this sensibility and experience with
them on their journeys to Japan. Guimet, Régamey, Duret, Hübner, Krafft, Bird, and the
American Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore each produced catalogues of indigenous transport. They
were struck above all by the newly invented kuruma, a two-wheeled rickshaw also called
jinrikisha, pulled by a runner in front and pushed, on occasion, by one behind. Indeed,
Scidmore’s memoir of 1891 had as its title Jinrikisha Days in Japan.26 To armchair travelers
this conveyance was visually available in the photographs of Felice Beato.27
Transportation was a key part of Japan’s modernization in which the West played both
material and motivational roles. One of Commodore Perry’s official gifts to the Shogunate in
1854 was a toy train, complete with several miles of track. The American delegation recounted
its impact: the Japanese gathered by the hundreds to look at “the repeated circlings of the train
with unabated pleasure and surprise, unable to repress a shout of delight at each blast of the
steam whistle,” so the record goes.28 Under the new Meiji government Japan began to build its
own railway in 1870 with the help of British engineers. Two years later, the emperor
inaugurated the initial track of eighteen miles connecting Tokyo and Yokohama. By 1890, the
network covered 1,000 miles, and 5,000 in 1902, still far behind the 25,000 miles across France
and 36,000 in Germany at the time. (But Japan would overtake Western pioneers in 1964 when
concerned parties went to study the Japanese bullet train that set the international standard for
high-speed rail travel.29)
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In the 1870s, a visitor’s first impression of Japanese port cities was the throng of
steamships, battleships, trains, and horse-drawn omnibuses not unlike what one found in
Europe. Local image-makers treated the theme in such abundance and assorted media that
cannot be reproduced here for lack of space.30 Utagawa Hiroshige II presented machine and
animal powered vehicles of every kind in Thirty-One Views of Modern Tokyo of 1874; his
Picture of the Steam Engine Railway in Yatsuyama, Tokyo, showed pedestrian traffic,
wheelbarrows, donkey carts, horseback riding, horse-drawn carriage, sailboat, liner, and
mechanized battleships.31 Utagawa Yoshitora also depicted the juxtaposition in his woodblock
print of 1872, Railway Timetable (Tetsudo dokiannai): a coolie in the foreground ferries a
Japanese lady in a rickshaw, running parallel to a train in the middle ground and modern ships
in the distance. Presiding above the three horizontal bands of movement is a schedule of the
Yokohama-Tokyo line.32 Whether an ox-drawn wagon or jinrikisha, an English carriage or
train, each was a symbol of identity and class.33 Hiroshige III repeatedly put the Shinbashi rail
station in his series on famous places (meisho-e) of Tokyo.34 More than the well-known
European representations of mobility, Japanese images (including texts, songs, even board
games) were invested with national and political sentiment: industrial capitalism plus
communications infrastructure equaled Japan’s identity and representation as a new power.
If local residents took easily to the varied conveyances, Westerners endured with
difficulty the change from ships and trains to fellow, if foreign, human beings as beasts of
burden. The much-traveled Isabella Bird was alarmed when changing from steam engine to
non-mechanical power.35 A trip on “an admirable, well-metalled, double track railroad” from
Yokohama heightened her shock at the “hundreds of kurumas [rickshaws], and covered carts
with four wheels drawn by one miserable horse…” awaiting her in Tokyo.36 She illustrated the
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rickshaw in Unbeaten Tracks in Japan.37 The novelty of local transport, whether the jinrikisha
or the palanquin (kago/cango) and even more, the myriad contacts between passengers and
porters were captivating. Bird often noted her interactions with coolies, for example, who “did
all they could to help me; lifted me gently from the horse, made steps of their backs for me to
mount.”38 In the same vein Hübner provided an image of himself seated in a cango resting on
the shoulders of two almost naked men (fig. 8.1).39 A decade later, Krafft photographed a
member of his entourage in the same pose in the same vehicle.40
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8.1 “Travelling in a Kangho,” in Joseph-Alexandre Hübner, A Ramble Round the
World, 1871 (London: Macmillan and Co, 1878), 236. Image in the public domain.
Guimet described his new sensations of movement in Promenades japonaises.41 His
first ride in the jinrikisha was made uncomfortable by an awareness of the runner’s strain, yet
he soon became a convert to the rickshaw, which he preferred to other modes.42 Régamey,
former pupil of François Lecoq de Boisdaudran and illustrator for L’Illustration, Le Monde
illustré and the Illustrated London News, recorded his tour of Asia with Guimet. He made a
thumbnail sketch of the latter traveling by rickshaw. No background of any kind is given except
for small clouds of dust around the rear porter.43 Here, as elsewhere, the anonymity of the
native figure points to uneven social relations between foreign employer and local employee.
“One of the myths of modernity is that it constitutes a radical break with the past,”
writes David Harvey.44 Indeed, our interest in the web of railroads and the Métro stretching
below the Paris macadam leads us to see a historic rupture in the nineteenth century, whereas
human and animal traction in the capital co-existed for many decades with the steam engine.
The Prefecture of the Seine established the Compagnie générale des omnibus in 1855 (a
predecessor to the RATP) to regulate the chaotic traffic of hippomobiles.45 Such an
organization was preceded a century before when the reformist Contrôleur général des finances,
Jacques Turgot, tried to put order in a set-up that left the kingdom’s biggest mercantile centers
poorly connected in the 1760s.46 Among the vehicles found on French roads were the brouette,
camion, carabas, cariole, carrosse, chaise, chariot, charrette, fourgon, guimbarde, guinguette,
gondole, berline, and diligence, in addition to donkey, mule and horse, not all of which had
disappeared from metropolitan boulevards.47 Known since Roman times, the palanquin or
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chaise à porteurs carried by two men was in use in the early seventeenth century.48 Louis-
Sébastien Mercier observed its perils a century later in Tableau de Paris.49 This pre-modern
mode was still employed according to Walter Benjamin who claimed that in 1867 “an
entrepreneur could still cater to the comfort of the well-to-do with a fleet of five hundred sedan
chairs circulating the city.”50 Other sources confirm its use. A Madame Celnart complained that
élégantes in the provinces were subjected to this archaic mode in 1863; the Grande
encyclopédie noted that chaises à porteurs circulated on the quieter streets of the capital in the
1830s and continued elsewhere as late as 1888.51 Other archaic means persisted in the transport
of goods. For one, the primordial handcart lasted well into the twentieth century. Eugène
Atget’s photograph of 1899 shows a chiffonnier, the pre-industrial ragpicker, pushing a loaded
voiture à bras on Haussmann’s avenue des Gobelins.52 He photographed a large advertisement
for the hire of such equipment as late as 1923.53
It is useful to consider as well the reactions of Japanese travelers to Europe in the
second half of the nineteenth century. Individual accounts exist, but the report of the Iwakura
Embassy to the U. S. and Europe in 1871-73 is the most telling. The information on all aspects
of Western nations collated by Kume Kunitake, personal secretary to foreign minister Prince
Iwakura Tomomi, would subsequently play a key role in Japan’s move to a modern industrial
state.54 Like his Western counterparts in Asia, Kunitake was attentive to every mode of traffic
on his journey. He emphasized the role of infrastructure in a nation’s wellbeing by comparing it
to the circulatory system of a healthy body. In any country on their tour, he wrote, “the
condition of its roads would reveal to us immediately whether its government was vigorous or
in decline and whether its industry and commerce were active or sluggish.”55 His view of
France was the most favorable: as world leader in manufacturing the nation “rivals Italy in
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sculpture and oil-painting, and competes with Britain in large-scale engineering works such as
steam-powered iron warships, cannon and rifles, and buildings and bridges.”56 In Paris, the
delegates examined key institutions, including the manufactures of Sèvres, the military
academy of Saint-Cyr, the mint, the Bibliothèque nationale, among many others.57 Kunitake
observed the capital’s tree-lined, gas-lit boulevards, whose smooth pavement of gravel and
heated tar he duly noted.58 Yet of all the feats of modern engineering it was waste removal that
most impressed the Japanese. The vast network of underground tunnels, pipes, and telegraph
cables in the Paris sewage system was complete with “walkways… paved in stone, with rails
laid on them for hand-pulled trolleys,” he reported. At the end of their tour, “after reaching a
large main tunnel [in two such trolleys], we climbed into a boat which carried us about a
hundred paces before it emerged into the open air…” The sewers, Kunitake declared, were “one
of the most awe-inspiring sights of Paris.”59
Contemporary Europeans had different reactions to the new modes that changed their
lives. Above ground not everyone embraced the steam engine. Decades before Monet and
company, Daumier depicted all forms of traffic on land, water and air, giving special attention
to the train.60 Un premier voyage en chemin de fer showed a group of well-off passengers in the
1840s rapt in anxiety rather than marvel.61 Three men and a woman each wore a grim
expression, mouths turned down, fingers tight around canes and parcels as they endured this
initiation. No one looked out the window; no one enjoyed the new physical and visual
experiences offered by mechanization. Daumier’s Impressions et compressions de voyage
showed another traumatic encounter. On the roof of a train one man was knocked onto his
backside, limbs in the air as the locomotive began its march across a landscape denoted only by
horizontal lines. Another in coattails leapt, or was thrown, from the covered compartment into
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open wagons of squashed customers whose outstretched arms, flying hats and grimaces indicate
anything but comfort.62 In many such drawings and paintings Daumier showed how modern
transport aggravated anxieties of class, gender and social relations in rail travel.63
Guimet went to Asia to complete a survey of Eastern religions and collected books,
artifacts, and art objects that formed the core of the Musée Guimet in Paris.64 He hired a fleet of
seven jinrikisha and fourteen coolies to go from Tokyo to Nikko and Tokyo to Kyoto.65 The
contracted fee for a tour with Régamey, escorted by three interpreters and a cook, shows that
transportation was as organized in Meiji Japan as in contemporary Europe. A British guidebook
of 1881 that published standardized fares by rickshaw to popular destinations further suggests
an orderly structure.66 Bird would write approvingly of the Japanese Land Transport Company
that arranged tours at fixed rates and protected travelers from “difficulties, delays, and
extortions” on the road.67 A picture emerges of an organized infrastructure.
Recent cultural geographers argue that mobility is an embodied experience that can be
understood only when corporeality and representation are both taken into account.68 Nowhere is it
more valid than in this set of European images of travel in Asia. Guimet first adopted the pseudo-
ethnographic mode common to travel accounts. He related in detail the attire, habits, gesture,
and manner of the porters with whom he spent his days. A passage in his chapter on “What the
Djinrikis Eat” gives his tone:
We had hardly arrived when our men wiped the imperceptible sweat from
their bodies with the little blue cloth that covers their head. This piece of
cloth plays a big role in the life of the Japanese. It is a wash cloth in the
morning, when dry, a head cover for both men and women, transformed
into hoods, mitre, night caps, diadems, medieval beret, masks, and even
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shoulder pads for carrying heavy loads.69
Bird wrote in the same quasi-ethnographic vein in 1878: “These kuruma-runners wore short
blue cotton drawers,… short blue cotton shirts with wide sleeves, and open in front, reaching to
their waists, and blue cotton handkerchiefs knotted round their heads,…”70
In this contact between non-equals, the Japanese had no name or identity, forming an
undifferentiated group. Yet their very physicality compelled the traveler’s attention. The
visitor’s detached, pseudo-scientific observation was a method of assimilation, even a coping
mechanism in the face of alterity. Guimet resorted to an image of classical antiquity, one that
shaped his view of Japan before he even disembarked in Yokohama harbor. References to
Titus, Brutus and Cicero turned the dress of local stevedores into “Latinate robes”; their “fine,
delicate and pure features” appeared as “not at all Asiatic.”71 Once on land, he saw Plato and
Socrates among native schoolboys.72 He was not alone in this classicizing view. Hübner would
assert that only travel in Japan during the summer, “surrounded by men with little or no
clothes” gave him a better understanding of the great sculptures of Attica and Corinth.73 Guimet
declared that the artists in the École de Rome were wasting their time, for “it is here that they
can study the human form in action. To see antique statues is good; to see living statues is
better.”74 Both visitors found Graeco-Roman features in Japan in the most unlikely places.
They used familiar models to handle unfamiliar, foreign bodies.
Bird reported the very opposite physiognomy: she saw only “small, ugly, kindly-
looking, shrivelled, bandy-legged, round-shouldered, concave-chested, poor-looking
beings…”75 In contrast to Hübner, she was struck time and again by the “miserable physique
and the national defects of concave chests and bow legs.”76 The disparity reflects the mutual
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impact of gender and the materiality of travel. The Englishwoman lacked the freedom of her
male counterparts to see Japanese men as Greek gods and athletes. Their proximity demanded
from her a different course. Whereas the French pair could risk a (homo)eroticism in their
depictions, Bird had to be discreet about those who mediated her every step. She preempted any
hint of impropriety by insisting that all Japanese men were “hideous.”
[insert figs. 8.2 and 8.3 here – landscape]
8.2 Félix Régamey, illustration of jinrikis at rest, in Promenades japonaises: Tokio-
Nikko (Paris: G. Charpentier, 1880), 277. Image in the public domain.
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8.3 Félix Régamey, The Sacred Bridge and the Ordinary Bridge at Nikko, 1876-78, oil on
canvas, dimensions unknown. Paris, Musée Guimet, MG 4796. Photo: Réunion des
musées nationaux/Art Resource, New York.
Yet contrary to stereotypes, the Eastern male in travel imagery was not always the
passive feminine Other to Western virility. We see this in Régamey’s representation of the
porters at their meal: six men endowed with Olympian chests and limbs are displayed around a
hearth, attended by two women (fig. 8.2). The figures and poses recall the académie, an
exercise familiar to French artists.77 And as in the académie no identification is necessary or
desired. The emphasis on an idealized hyper-masculine physique shows the Japanese men as
identical members of a team. The seated pair on the left is mirrored by the pair on the right; the
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crouching figure is matched by his opposite number across the hearth. The vigor of the bodies
at rest presupposed the same bodies at work; and when shown at work, carrying Guimet in a
cango in The Sacred and Profane Bridges of Nikko, their robust forms are manifestly based on
a Graeco-Roman template (fig. 8.3).78
We can see the reaction of Hübner, Guimet and Régamey as a variation on Delacroix
finding Greeks and Romans at his doorstep in Morocco—a form of classicizing primitivism.79
Or what the anthropologist Johannes Fabian termed a “denial of coevalness,” a refusal of the
contemporaneity of the Other in relation to the self that confines the former to a lasting archaic
state.80 But resorting to classical antiquity was a deficiency on their part, an inability to
abandon habitual ways of seeing and describing. The Western canon turned out to have its
limits when the non-Western body was covered in native emblems, hence doubly foreign. We
find this moment of destabilization when the Frenchmen came across what Guimet
characterized as “other djinrikis of a superb form.”81 These exotic creatures gathered to
examine Régamey sketching with Charles Wirgman, a British illustrator based in Japan who
briefly joined their excursion.82 Régamey used Wirgman as a proxy for himself in his
representation (fig. 8.4).83 An inscription of difference, the artist is shown as engaged in the
typically European practice of sketching before the motif, en plein air.
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8.4 Félix Régamey, illustration of tattooed porter, in Promenades japonaises (Paris: G.
Charpentier, 1878), 160. Image in the public domain.
Despite the power inherent to Western exploration, the image betrays the laboring
body’s unexpected challenge to representation. In Guimet’s text the hierarchy between Western
observer and native object is maintained in such remarks as “among the drudges who stopped
to give their advice were naked men whose torso and back were decorated by artistic tattoos.”84
The relationship of viewer and viewed is more ambiguous in the illustration, made so in part by
Régamey’s handling of multiple viewing positions. The coexistence of local and foreign offers
a self-reflexive scene, a moment of mutual curiosity. The onlookers are enthralled by the
intruder’s notations on paper, just as Régamey, standing outside the image, is captivated by the
drawing on skin.85 The viewer exterior to the scene, like the children excluded from the central
action, are denied access to the sketch. In any case we are drawn to the tattooed figure who
commands far greater interest. His nakedness, commented by all travellers, identifies the
laboring body. His metaphorical garb of colorful animals and figures signifies class.86
This body made Western antiquity an inadequate model, leaving Régamey to struggle
for the first time in Japan: the tattooed porter’s left hand is badly drawn, the foreshortening of
fingers awkward, the thumb splayed. His arm seems distended and his elbow narrows where it
should not. The marked torso forced the Parisian to attend to morphology at the cost of the
fluency of drawing that he demonstrated elsewhere. The challenge led to the compressed group
on the left, a jumble of heads and fragmented limbs that cannot be easily traced to their owners,
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and on the right, the giant leaning over the artist’s shoulder. In this representation the traveler
lost command. The awkwardness of the drawing is a mark of local resistance to easy pictorial
assimilation.
Insofar as European visitors wanted to uphold the power associated with mobility,
masculinity and modernity, and the unequal relations between employer and employee, they
were not always successful. The engraving of Hübner in a cango, Krafft’s photograph of a
traveler in Japan, and Régamey’s painting of Guimet in The Sacred and Profane Bridges of
Nikko each present reversals, of which the European travelers were unaware. Local transport,
the object of scrutiny, overturned Western imagery in the most fundamental way. The porters’
stride in Régamey’s canvas highlights Guimet’s folded, defenseless body, a mere parcel for the
artist’s strapping natives. The pair’s somatic experiences challenged the power intrinsic to
representation; both writer and illustrator lost their authority.
As for Hübner’s image, an icon of Parisian modernity comes to mind here, surprisingly
yet unavoidably: Manet’s Olympia (fig. 4.1). The venues are different, of course, as are the
acolytes (though non-Western both), but the bearing is the same, the left leg over the right, and
the top foot shod. Olympia famously looks at the viewer, while the passenger gazes into the
distance. Her left hand conceals her sex, whereas Hübner’s grips a fan. The unnamed artist put
this item at the center of the latter image, letting its implications radiate outward. The fan’s
shape rhymes with the posture, the left edge parallel to the torso, the right, to the lower leg. It is
a synecdoche of a body repeatedly collapsed and unfolded, hemmed in by the fan-shaped chair.
As Susan Hiner has recently shown, fans had strong erotic resonance in the nineteenth century,
associated with idols of female sensuality such as royal mistresses and Venus herself, and much
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employed as instruments of seduction.87 In Hübner’s hand, it was a transvestic object that
highlighted the exchange of gender roles when Westerners ventured east.
Hübner’s physical suspension echoes a suspension of class, gender, and identifiable
setting abroad, in contrast to Olympia on firm ground in Paris, on a bed that fills half the
canvas. There are two transpositions here: his reclining body takes on Olympia’s gender, the
Japanese coolies share her nakedness as class.88 Manet’s painting, long identified with Paris
and modernity, shows through contrast the extent to which travel to the other end of the world
disturbed the familiar algorithm of power, gender, and race: the Austrian diplomat had no idea
when he climbed into the cango that it would turn him into an odalisque. The oblivion of
travelers and their illustrators is the subaltern’s inversion. And it is a double one: the native
effectively ventriloquized the foreign ventriloquist, letting him picture his own undoing. The
subaltern became an upright, hyper-masculine (if still un-individuated) figure, whereas the
passenger was feminized in repose.
One last image here demonstrates the troubling of the visual myths of gender and power
when Europeans left home. In Promenades japonaises, Guimet and Régamey observed the
advent of women travelers, “Englishwomen with a taste for travel,” (perhaps Bird or one of her
consœurs), equipped with fetish binoculars (fig. 8.5). Régamey depicts one such specimen, clad
in the pith helmet of Westerner explorers. This odd apparition appears to startle even the god at
Nikko. Is it her gaze or her long bamboo stick, not unlike those used by Japanese coolies, that
caused alarm? No Olympia she, the lady is erect and poised, in contrast to her male colleagues.
Guimet and Régamey showed in their work that West and non-West no longer matched up
neatly with the polarities of active masculine and passive feminine. They inadvertently pictured
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the shifting relations between men and women in the metropolis, even more evident on the
road, in motion.
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8.5 Félix Régamey, illustration of an Englishwoman, in Promenades japonaises: Tokio-
Nikko (Paris: G. Charpentier, 1880), 233. Image in the public domain.
Representations found in the above travel narratives have been little examined, yet they
offer material to reconsider modernities and their images. Traffic offers an important
perspective to reexamine Paris as capital of the nineteenth century. Whereas artists in France
could assertively represent new forms of mobility, their roving contemporaries found their
skills tested. The Europeans who journeyed to Asia took part in global expansion, but they also
participated in unsettling normative depictions of East and West. By taking seriously individual
experiences of the so-called periphery, we can explore their impact on metropolitan
representation. The physicality involved in travel and the disturbing closeness of native
laboring bodies were key to such reversals.
Attention to somatic experiences advances our conceptualizations of history: the
personal and physical had a constitutive role in historical processes. Modernity was an
invention, a product of material forces whose imagery was neither uniform nor uncontested.
Paris was the capital of vanguard modernist painting to be sure, but outside the aesthetic realm
and into the political one with which representation is enmeshed in no easy way, the affirmation
can only be equivocal. By literally traversing unfamiliar terrains of the non-West individuals
took part in unsettling the ratio of power, modernity, Asia and Europe both within and beyond
the artistic register.
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1 I thank Holly Clayson and André Dombrowski for their editorial remarks on my text, and Allan
McLeod for his critical reading and many references.
2 A longer, more fully illustrated version of this essay can be found in Ting Chang, Travel, Collecting,
and Museums of Asian Art in Nineteenth-Century Paris (Farnham, Surrey, and Burlington, VT:
Ashgate, 2013), 73-110.
3 Émile Guimet, Promenades japonaises (Paris: G. Charpentier, 1878); and idem, Promenades
japonaises: Tokio-Nikko (Paris: G. Charpentier, 1880).
4 For brevity, I will use the terms “the West” and “Western” to designate Europe, North America and
Australia, “the East,” “East Asia,” and “Eastern” to designate principally China and Japan.
5 For a rich and recent biography see Hervé Beaumont, Les Aventures d'Émile Guimet, un industriel
voyageur (Paris: Arthaud, 2014).
6 I thank Melissa Hyde for helping me to think through this issue.
7 My notion of the “histoire du vécu” extends the “histoire des mentalités” practiced by French
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